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Abstract 
This paper proposes a strategy for Chinese review multi-document summarization based on opinion extraction and 
opinion similarity. Firstly, sentences are sorted according to their weights which are calculated based on word 
frequency statistics. Then, it extracts opinions from sentences through finding out sentiment features and 
corresponding topic features. After that, opinion similarity calculation method is introduced. Based on opinion 
similarity calculation, sentences which contain more important and less redundant information are optimized as 
summary. 
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1. Introduction 
With the rapid growth of e-commerce, a large amount of customer reviews are available in online 
documents. They are very helpful for customers to make their decision for purchase and manufacturers to 
improve their products by analyze these reviews. However, it is a wasting of time to read all the reviews. 
Therefore, automatic summarization for product reviews becomes an important research topic recently[1].
Therefore, Multi-document summarization is a process of producing a single summary from a set of 
documents[2], which is very helpful for people to save a lot of reading and obtain main information 
conveniently. 
Compared with summarization for news or other writings, summarization for product reviews focus on 
subjective information extraction and compression. Many researchers have carried out a series of studies 
on summarization for subjective texts[3, 4, 5], which categorize the opinions according to product attributes 
and classify opinions into “pros” and “cons”. Hu and Wu[6] calculate the sentiment orientation of 
sentences, extract topic features and corresponding sentiment features and generate summary with them. 
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Titov[7] proposes a method based on topic model to model online reviews. Hu and Liu[8] use Apriori 
algorithm to find frequent features, generate opinion summarization and categorize them by the opinion 
polarity. 
In this paper, we propose a new automatic multi-document summarization for Chinese product 
reviews. It firstly sort sentences by their weights which are calculated according to word frequency. Then, 
using co-occurrence knowledge of topic feature and sentiment feature, it extract opinions from sentences. 
At last, opinion similarity is introduced in order to reduce the redundant information and select summary 
sentences. 
2. The Proposed Techniques 
In this paper, three steps are proposed to summarize multi-documents, which are summary sentence 
extraction, opinion extraction and summary sentence optimization. Figure 1 shows the steps of our 
techniques.  
2.1. Summary Sentence Extraction 
Summary sentence extraction, the core of automatic multi-documents summarization, is to extract the 
main information from the original multi-documents. 
Zipf’s law[9] points out that the more frequently one word occurs, the more important it is. In turn, it 
also holds, which means the more important word has higher frequency in documents. Based on this 
theory, we assign corresponding weights which stand for the importance of different words according to 
their frequencies of occurrence in documents, and the more important word will get the higher weight. 
Then, each sentence is treated as a set of words, and its weight is calculated according to the weights of 
words in the set. Therefore, if a sentence contains more high frequency words, its weight will be higher 
and it will be more typical. 
1) Use word segmentation to process every document in the document set , where 
 is the number of documents. Through word segmentation, we get a set of all sentences, 
, where  is the number of sentences, and a set of all words, 
, where  represents the ith word of word set,  is the 
corresponding number of occurrences, and  is the number of all the words. 
2) Calculate the frequency of each word in ,
                                                                                                                          
(1) 
where  is the sum of the occurrences times of all the words in .
3) According to the frequency of occurrences of words contained in each sentence, calculate the weight 
of each sentence in . 
Here, we test three strategies to calculate the sentence weight. 
Fig 1  Flow chart of summarization for Chinese product reviews
a) Average Strategy.  
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                                                                                                     (2) 
b) Summation Strategy. 
                                                                                                          (3)
c) Multiplicative Strategy. 
                                                                                                         (4)
4) Sort the sentences in  in descending order according to , the weight of each sentence. 
After sorting, we gain a result set, , which acts as the candidate summary sentence 
collection.
2.2. Opinion Extraction 
Topic features and sentiment features usually has coreference relation[8], which means each of them 
implies the other will appear in nearby place. In this paper, we use the sentiment features extracted to find 
the corresponding topic features. 
We establish a sentiment word lexicon based on HowNet and Tongyici Cilin, including 3208 positive 
words and 3358 negative words. As previous work[10] shows there are a positive statistical significant 
correlation with the presence of adjectives, we not only extract the sentiment word which is included in 
the lexicon, but also extract the adjective words not included in the lexicon. The smallest unit of the 
sentiment feature is called  (  for short), which 
includes the original word, its POS and location in the document and the context. Then, we use the 
following formula to judge the polarity of each sentiment feature. 
                                                              (5)
Where  is the polarity of sentiment word. And  is a factor used to reflect the 
effect that context word put on polarity of the word. 
Before extracting topic features, we find the domain knowledge about the relation between topic 
features and sentiment features through training: 
1) Find out all the sentiment feature .
2) For every , find out the notional words within the scope of a distance of  from it, and 
form a word pair list , where  is the number of the found 
candidate topic features of each sentiment feature. From training texts, we get word pair list set 
, where  is the number of all the .
3) Mine the frequent item set in  using association rule mining algorithm, find the most likely  
features according to experience support degree . And form a frequent items relation 
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4) Based on relation matrix , calculate conditional probability  and .
After that, we use the following algorithm to extract opinion: 
1) According to each  got in last step, extract the notional words within the scope of a 
distance of r from it, and use them as candidate words of topic feature. The candidate word set is 
.
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2) For each  in , query the relation matrix :
a) If  and  pair can be found in the matrix, according the following formula, select  as 
topic feature matching . 
                                                                  (6) 
b) If only  could found and all of  could not be found, the topic attribute related to 
will be set as the product itself. 
c) If  could found, while  not, select the nearest  from the  as the topic feature. 
3) Determine the Claim of opinion in the sentence based on. Then, extract the Opinion and calculate 
the polarity of Opinion in order to determine the sentiment orientation. 
2.3. Summary Sentence Optimization 
Sentence similarity calculation is a key step in multi-document summarization. Through sentence 
similarity calculation, the redundant information could be reduced effectively. 
Considering that the topic attributes and corresponding sentiment words could deliver the important 
information in a review sentence to a great extent, we use opinion similarity to calculate sentence 
similarity. 
The algorithm of sentence similarity based on opinion is as follows: 
SentenceSim( ) { 
     while  { 
      if  { 
       if  { 
    Sensim+= sim(
    } else { 
     Sensim -= 1; 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  Count = ;
   return ;
   } 
Where  represent the opinion sets corresponding with sentence  and sentence , and 
is the sentiment word similarity calculated based on HowNet and Tongyici 
Cilin. 
Then, we use following algorithm to optimize summary sentences from :
1) For every sentence  in , use opinion extraction algorithm to extract opinions from , and 
then we get the opinion set of , . 
2) Merge all the opinion sets of sentences in  into one opinion set 
 which does not contain duplicate opinions. 
3) Make summary set . 
4) From , choose the sentence  which has the highest weight, and calculate  of 
 and it; 
a) If , add  into  and remove  from ; then, remove 
 from  in order to avoid selecting opinions repeatedly. 
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b) If , just remove  from .
Here,  is the opinion set of , and  is the threshold through experience. 
5) If  reaches length limitation, or all the candidate sentences in  are processed, or 
 becomes empty, then the algorithm terminates, otherwise, go to step 4. 
3. Experimental Evaluation 
We have crawled about 1,586 reviews for notebook, 1,704 reviews for digital camera and 3,655 
reviews for cell phone from http://www.zol.com.cn, and use these reviews as our test corpus. 
ROUGE-N is an evaluation criterion that measures the quality of summary result by counting the 
overlapping units. In this paper, we use ROUGE-1 to evaluate our results. 
Figure 2(a) presents the results of using different strategies to calculate sentence weights. When using 
multiplicative strategy, the result is much worse than that of the average strategy and summation strategy. 
This is because multiplicative strategy tends to short sentences which contain fewer opinions. 
Figure 2(b) presents influences on summary results when using different . Through the figure, when  
 around 0.28, the results better. Therefore, we use is  as threshold for summary sentence 
selection. 
Based on these, we make another two experiments in order to validate the effectiveness of our 
algorithm. 
1) Baseline Algorithm 
It adopts the similar thought, which calculates sentence weights according to word frequencies. The 
difference is that Baseline does not take the opinions into consideration, and select summary sentences by 
calculating sentence similarity between summary set and the sentence chosen based on tf*idf. 
2) Opinion Extraction Algorithm 
This method first extracts opinions from all the reviews, and select high frequency opinions as 
summary opinions. Finally, generate the summary according to the target attribute and sentiment word in 
each selected opinion. 
Fig 2  (a) Test results of different weighting strategy; (b) Results of using different 
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Fig 3  ROUGE-1 of different summarization algorithm 
Figure 3 shows the ROUGE-1 scores of different summarization algorithm. From it, a conclusion can 
be drawn that introducing opinion extraction plays an important part in improving the quality of 
summarization when summarizing reviews. The multi-document summarization algorithm applied in this 
paper, which merges with word frequency statistics and opinion extraction, has a distinct advantage 
relative to other two algorithms. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose an opinion-based method for Chinese product review multi-document 
summarization. It first calculates the sentence weights according to word frequencies and sort sentences. 
Then, opinion extraction is introduced to obtain main information in each sentence, which includes topic 
features and sentiment features. We calculate sentence similarity according to the opinion similarity of the 
sentence. Based on this, sentences containing redundant opinions are removed summary sentences are 
optimized. In the future, we will do further study on opinion extraction and improve opinion similarity 
algorithm, in order to improve our techniques. 
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